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THE ARTIST & DIRECTOR
Vaishali Trivedi is a Kathak dancer, singer, choreographer
and a teacher based in Ahmedabad, India. Acclaimed as a
rare dancer with a melodious voice by artists and connoisseurs, Vaishali combines perfect technique with flowing grace
and a very fine sensitivity. She began her training in Kathak,
under Smt. Kumudini Lakhia, India’s path breaking choreographer and Kathak dancer, at an early age and later
became a principal dancer, teacher and a choreographer at
Kadamb Centre for Dance in Ahmedabad. After working at
Kadamb for several years, Vaishali branched away and
formed Sangati Centre For Performing Arts in 2017.
Vaishali has given Kathak performances in major dance
festivals in India and has been featured in Festival of India in USSR, Sweden, Germany, Thailand,
Brazil, Bhutan, Japan andz Canada. She has also performed in many theatres, festivals and events
worldwide, including Biennale de la Dance in Lyon, France, Sziget Festival in Budapest, Hungary, Le
Biennale di Venezia in Venice, Italy, Kremlin Palace theatre in Moscow, Russia, London’s South Bank
Centre, UK, Theatre National de Chaillot, Paris, and Montpellier Dance Festival, France. Vaishali has
danced in the great sitar maestro Pt. Ravi Shankar’s musical theatre 'Ghanshayam' and also danced
and sang in the production of Pt. Birju Maharaj in the Festival of India in Germany at a young age.
Recently she has done several collaborative works with world renowned choreographers like Kader
Attou, Karine Saporta from France, Joachim Schlomer from Germany, Ivaldo Bartzzo from Brazil,
TTB theatre group from Italy and also with choreographers from Switzerland, USA, Pakistan, Spain
to name a few. Apart from her solo performances, she has also choreographed a number of group
productions which have a blend of traditional and contemporary sensibilities. Her choreographic
work has been presented in several prestigious events including Kathak festival organized by
Kathak Kendra New Delhi, Tigad festival in Algeria, Voloubilis festival in Morocco, Brazil, Turkey,
USA, UK, France, Switzerland, etc. Vaishali has directed large-scale public cultural shows involving
hundreds of artists. She has also conducted several workshops and written articles in noted dance
magazines such as ‘Attendance’.
In 2017 her solo works ‘Project Ravi Varma’ and ‘Urban Sufi’ were presented at “Indika Festival’,
UK. In 2019 she choreographed a full -length work, ‘Still Water’ involving live visuals and music
with 12 dancers for the Abhivyakti Arts Festival.
For her work, Vaishali was awarded Gujarat Sangeet Natak Akademi Award, 2011. In the year
2005 she was awarded the prestigious Fulbright Fellowship in Arts, USA. She is in the top-grade
artists’ category at Door Darshan, India and Indian Council for Cultural Relations (ICCR), New Delhi.
She was also a recipient of ‘Young workers in different culture fields’-scholarship, (1987-90) from
Ministry of Culture, India. Presently she is the director at Sangati Centre for Performing Arts in
Ahmedabad.

REPERTORY
STILL WATERS
CONCEPT/IDEA/VISION:
Life seems always to be fragile at the moment in India and in
the world, politically, economically, and existentially. It seems
that ‘the science of the heart’, which is priceless, we are slowly
forgetting. The danger is if we forget this culture we will forget
our future too. Tomorrow is a threat, and that the earth could
suffer so badly it can die. Tomorrow, there will be no more
possibility of love, of encounter. This is why it is so important to
spark up thousand little lights and to introspect , nurture and
protect them. A synthesis of these two paradoxical realms of
the ultra-saturated urban city- space and the introspective
nature of spirituality takes clear form in this piece.

HALF CIRCLE
“Over 20 years, my dance approach has been sculpted from the grinding and blending of various
aesthetics, through encounters with different styles of dance- kathak, hip hop, contemporary, flamenco,
etc. The complexity of experimenting with these diverse forms made me realise how strong my kathak
roots are. In fact, I could easily connect and decode them and add impetus to the whole creative
process. I believe the key in my journey is to build bridges, create links and some sort of dialogue
beyond/ through differences. These exchanges have helped strengthen my aesthetics, while pursuing
the same question. How, movement is born out of an emotion? This questioning is the founding feature
of the ‘Half Circle' enacted by eight exceptional Kathak dancers.
Virtuosity in technique is never an end in itself, what counts above all is the emotional imprint of dance
on the viewer. Music from Vivaldi to Pop plays a crucial part, in stirring the various emotions and brings
forth the united energy of the dancers. In this creation each dancer with his/her strengths, unique style
honed over the years, initiates a journey from the roots of kathak to express one’s self.”
Vaishali Trivedi
Choreography: Vaishali Trivedi
Dancers: Prashant Shah, Rupanshi Kashyap,
Mitali Dhruva, Fiana Kawane, Nysha Kawane,
Salomi Shah, Kalrav Dave with Vaishali Trivedi
Music:
Karajan, Berlin philharmonic, VivaldiThe four seasons Dhafer Yousse Manuel Wandji
Costumes: Anuvi Desai & Vaishali Trivedi

ISHARA
In this dance there is no story as such – rather, the choreographer tries to use the dynamics of the choreography
to forge an ambitious series of metaphors about what it
means to be human.
Group of seven dancers, are driven by a blind, throbbing energy and the insistent rhythms that beat through
percussive Tabla music, displaying the pull of instinct, the
power of the mass. Set against them are, the solo passages in which an individual is flung from the ensemble,
to discover his or her own space and light. These passages connect to the ‘Ishara’ of the title – an image evoking
choreographer’s perception of the spiritual impulses that
inspire us, as opposed to the physical reality of leaving
modern world that ties us.
This work is styled with the beauty of Kathak dance,
singing and world music. As the choreography evolves
through a gentle solo and a fast paced Kathak group
dance, the choreographer tries to hold on to the ideas
around voyage of reconnection, or to the conflict
between materialism and spirituality, eventually choosing
a path.
Concept, choreography - Vaishali Trivedi
Dancers - Sangati Centre for Dance, Ahmedabad
Music- Tabla- Shri Ramesh Bapodara
Vocal- Vaishali Trivedi
Costume- Vaishali Trivedi

PERFORMING UNIT

Established in 2017, Sangati has a unique repertory company with highly committed dancers and
musicians. The performing unit at Sangati connects through a common love of dance and music. We
pursue innovation with passion. Rasikas and critics alike have applauded our performances for their
excellence, integrity, commitment and creativity.
Combining innovative ideas and expression with highly skilled musicians, multimedia and special effects,
Sangati presents performances in both traditional and contemporary styles, incorporating abstract and
symbolic themes without diluting the aesthetics of Kathak dance.

PRESS
"Kathak at its best. Vaishali Trivedi, the kathak dancer proved once again the truth, of thinking dancer in the
classical traditions being the best bet for the future of the art form...Captivating dancer, she has not only
imbibed the aesthetic sensibility from the guru, but also has the imagination to carry the dance beyond the
frontiers of classroom. She revealed her class right from the electric entrance with chakkars ending in the
stance she took up, before unleashing the surprise of her greatest asset, a honeyed rich voice. Not a single
person in the audience was unmoved by the appeal in her singing... In the nritta part, the dancer exultantly
played with teentaal. What was more, it was a rhythm with character to it the dancer provided, the
exercise never being allowed to become a mere mechanistic exhibition... The dancer revealed the ability for
making movement a personal statement. There was a veiled sensuality, far more potent than superficial
prettiness and it gives Vaishali's dance a mystery and allure all its own."
- Leela Venkataraman, The Hindu
“On second night, Vaishali Trivedi in Half Circle showed that her encounters with different styles of dancing
and music have fused in a seamless manner. Hip-hop, Contemporary, Flamenco had strong Kathak roots. She
sang heart wrenching song, moved on to movements, with gifted dancers including Prashant Shah, at times
using silence in passages which were most effective. Dancers entered from right wing crossed stage to left
wing formed groups, moved in circles forming interesting variations. Music from Vivaldi to Pop played a
crucial part in stirring various emotions. A mature dancer and a choreographer Vaishali’s growth is most
impressive.”
- Dr. Sunil Kothari, The Hindu
"One of Lakhia’s most promising disciples Vaishali Trivedi showcased Half Circle with her fellow dancers
portraying her journey to build bridges and create links through her encounters with different styles of
dance, which included Kathak, which has become a part and parcel of her being, hip hop, flamenco and
contemporary styles.
The screen opened with the stage in a kind of semi-darkness, with Vaishali singing in a strain reminiscent of
her journey in Kathak. The entry and exit of dancers in brisk style signified travel. This was followed by a
joyful breaking into dance in solos, duets and group. It was a visual pleasure. For her creative work."
- Tapati Chodhurie ,The Statesman
"The second evening opened with the melodious singing (“Saiyan nikas gaye, main na ladi thi…”) by the
versatile dancer Vaishali Trivedi, who choreographed Half Circle, building bridges between music, from
Vivaldi to pop, creating links between virtuosity and its emotional impact, danced by eight talented
dancers."
- Manjari Sinha, The Statesman
“An attempt at thinking different from the usual, but sticking to the idiom of Kathak were seen in Vaishali
Trivedi’s ‘Half Circle’. Set to Vivaldi’s famous Four Seasons, the piece explored a musical idea through
movement.”
- Vijay Sai, Narthaki
“It was a delight of scintillating dance when Indian Cultural Centre presented Kathak concert by Vaishali
Trivedi at Qatar National Theatre. She mixed her performance with innovative variations. She interspersed
the highly rhythmic dance with interpretations and explanations for the benefit of the uninitiated. The
audience appreciated her every effort with resounding applause.”
- Gulf Times

CONTACT

phone: +91 9879167614
For General Inquiries: info@VaishaliTrivedi.com
Bookings: admin@VaishaliTrivedi.com
www.facebook.com/sangati.ahmedabad
@vaishali_sangati
www.youtube.com/user/kathakahmedabad

